
If you want to ensure that your currency risk management strategies aligned with your business goals and 
based on transactional data within your business operations, you are likely to encounter these challenges:

“As a management team, 
we need to understand 
the full impact of our global 
supply chain and customer 
base.  Dealing with multiple 
currencies in import and 
export means that our 
exposure to markets 
volatility is greater.”

“As a mid-size company we use excel 
spreadsheets to calculate our exposure 
and build hedging approach; this gets 
complicated when dealing with additional 
currencies.  My finance team finds it a 
heavy administrative burden to keep on top 
of fluctuations in this market.”

“As a Treasurer I don’t 
often access our ERP, so 
the key data held within it 
isn’t always visible to me 
in real time. Of course, this 
data would affect hedging 
decisions. I should always 
be instantly updated on any 
information impacting my 
risk management.”

The Hedgewiz Connector from Prodware is the answer: it brings key data from your Dynamics 365 
into leading currency hedging technology.

Why choose Hedgewiz Connector 
from Prodware to support your risk 
management strategies?

Hedgewiz is a simple yet comprehensive 
online hedging platform for all aspects of 
corporate FX risk management. It identifies 
currency risks and assists in adopting and 
execution of hedging policy.
With Hedgewiz, businesses understand and 
manage their currency exposures so they can 
focus on delivering operational excellence.
With thousands of customers that we 
have helped in finance and operational 
functions, Prodware’s global experience 
in ERP technologies means that we can 
match our Microsoft Dynamics expertise 
with innovative apps such as Hedgewiz to 
further boost your growth strategies.

The Hedgewiz Connector from Prodware helps 
you transform key purchase, sales and project 
data in your Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance 
and Operations system into a currency hedging 
strategy: 

• Visualize FX exposures based on business 
data. Hedgewiz uses AI and analytic tools 
to design a strategy that best fits YOUR 
business needs 

•  Ditch those spreadsheets and double entry 
admin, monitor your currency exposure 
based on real time business data from 
Dynamics 365 

• The Hedgewiz online platform helps you 
instantly control the implementation of your 
hedging plan. Cut down on admin steps 
and connect with FX providers to execute 
transactions seamlessly

• Generate management and accounting 
reports to review & share FX hedging results 
straight from the platform

Connect your Dynamics 365 for Finance and 
Operations system with the Hedgewiz currency 
risk management app to assess the risk and align 
your hedging activity with real time business 



Generate and send currency transactions from Dynamics 365 to Hedgewiz
Easy set up means you can choose the frequency and type of the data to be sent to the online platform.

Improved insight & control Boosts accuracy & profitsImproves efficiency & productivity Comprehensive reporting 
out-of-the-box

Helps financial directors to 
identify and manage the 
company’s currency risk, 

increase certainty and support 
growth.  Design a tailored 
hedging plan according to 

needs, business model and risk 
aversion.

Reduces hedging burden, 
saves time and improves 
compliance and control. 
Eliminates mistakes by 

replacing spreadsheets with 
an automated solution. Focus 

on strategy instead of complex 
files maintenance.

Hedgewiz saves hedging costs 
based on accurate market data.  

Plus, with your operational 
data being fed directly into the 
platform with the Prodware 

Connector for F&O, your hedging 
decisions are kept super relevant.

In multi-local, multi-currency 
supply chain operations? 

Monitor and create clear and 
transparent management 

reporting to assure supervision 
and control over hedging 

process.

Speak to us about connecting your Dynamics 365 for Finance & Operations data with Hedgewiz, 
and take control of your FX risk strategies
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